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Hungary Gets Homeopathy because of 
Professor Desire’ Dubounet

 
During Communism all of alternative medicine was illegal. Medical arts like 

acupuncture and homeopathy were prohibited. Hungary like other countries 

made laws that a medical art could only be legal if it was taught in a 

qualified medical school. Most of Homeopathy has been presented without 

any science behind it. When the Hungarian doctors saw my scientific 

teaching of homeopathy they invited me to be the first professor of 

medicine to teach homeopathy. I taught an off campus postgraduate 

medical course at Semmelwisse University for several years. This made 

homeopathy legal in Hungary. When Japan called homeopathy into 

question I was invited to Okinawa to address a government function on the 

science of homeopathy. There are ignorant people who ignore the science 

of homeopathy. But all who take the time to stop ignoring and interact with 

Desire’ the truth of homeopathy is accepted. Here is science to review:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQOTbv5jTSA
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Scientific Research In Homeopathy 2012.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQOTbv5jTSA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSfFX9a5H7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14C9n8XGCQ
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http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/FDA history.pdf
http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/Luc Montagnier, Nobel Prize Winner, Takes  y.pdf
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Two Decades of evidence based research on Homeopathy, Naturopathy + Energetic Medicine 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vgoUUGnC_M
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/How%20to%20Make%20Homeopathics.pdf
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There are many other movies on natural medicine made by Desire’  

http://indavideo.hu/video/Water_Wine_Homeopathy_II
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http://indavideo.hu/video/Misconceptions_of_Homeopathy_from_the_BBC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKcO81kvteE
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The Healer is a Movie about how an arrogant MD learns how to be a HEALER 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKcO81kvteE
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/How to Become a Healer Text book.pdf
http://www.medicalexpose.com/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nwC9DsEsTo
http://www.imune.net
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Big Tobacco the Evil that does not die.pdf
http://syntheticissinthetic4u.com
http://www.macleans.ca/society/health/death-by-sugar-the-biggest-health-crisis-of-our-time/
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47544#.VdDrWPmqpBc
http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/The Real War Crimes Trial of Harry Truman-if your children want to know more about Hiroshima and Nagasaki read this.pdf
http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/EVIL BIG OIL--Why should we dig for oil when we can grow it.pdf
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http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/DESIvsGoLIEth.pdf
http://www.desiredubounet.net/
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Desire’ Dubounet wrote a book in 1985 that proved that ‘a SINthetic anything is an 

insult to the body’. This made the largest financial force on the planet the 

SINthetic Drug (Big Pharma) very angry. Desire’ took Harry S Truman to court 

posthumously for the War Crimes of dropping bombs on innocent women and 

children. Desire’ broke up an international pedophile ring catering to the Ultra-

Rich. In fact Desire’ constant attacks and expose’ of the Ultra-Rich has made her 

a target. The FDA rouge agents in 1995 trumped up charges against Desire’ to 

stop her 510k from registering Acupuncture needles as medical devices. In 1996 

Federal Judge Matsch made the FDA drop their case. Two weeks later the 

restrictions lifted on her 510k, acupuncture needles were made real medical 

devices in the USA as Desire’ had defeated the FDA rouge agents. 

 

 

Desire’ now faces the same charges again. And the FDA wants her arrested and 

put into jail to torture her to confessing to a crime she did not commit. It seems 

that human rights in America are a bit shaky to allow such torment to exist.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14C9n8XGCQ
http://www.desiredubounet.net/
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An Enlightened Mind Looks into 

Homeopathy  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSfFX9a5H7M  

IMUNE The Science of Homeopathy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vgoUUGnC_M  

Water, Wine and Homeopathy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQOTbv5jTSA  

Misconceptions of Homeopathy http://indavideo.hu/video/Misconceptions_of_Homeopathy_from_the_BBC  

http://indavideo.hu/video/IMUNE_on_the_Science_of_Homeopathy_and_a_early_Demo_of_the_QQC  
 
Go to http://www.imune.net/medicalbooks/ to get the Books Required –  

 1-- Scientific Research In Homeopathy 2012, 2-- Basic Complex Homeopathy 

http://www.soilandhealth.org/02/0201hyglibcat/020177.blair.pdf   

http://nationalcenterforhomeopathy.org/files/NCH-Safe-Pregnancy-Brochure.pdf   

http://www.myanimalhomeopath.com/homeopathy_for_emergencies.pdf    

http://www.wholehomeopathy.com/Homeopathy%20for%20Fevers,%20Coughs,%20Sinus.pdf   

http://www.visualhomeopathy.com/sites/default/files/Visual%20Homeopathy5-

%20algorithm%20for%20the%20class.pdf     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSfFX9a5H7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vgoUUGnC_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQOTbv5jTSA
http://indavideo.hu/video/Misconceptions_of_Homeopathy_from_the_BBC
http://indavideo.hu/video/IMUNE_on_the_Science_of_Homeopathy_and_a_early_Demo_of_the_QQC
http://www.imune.net/medicalbooks/
http://www.soilandhealth.org/02/0201hyglibcat/020177.blair.pdf
http://nationalcenterforhomeopathy.org/files/NCH-Safe-Pregnancy-Brochure.pdf
http://www.myanimalhomeopath.com/homeopathy_for_emergencies.pdf
http://www.wholehomeopathy.com/Homeopathy%20for%20Fevers,%20Coughs,%20Sinus.pdf
http://www.visualhomeopathy.com/sites/default/files/Visual%20Homeopathy5-%20algorithm%20for%20the%20class.pdf
http://www.visualhomeopathy.com/sites/default/files/Visual%20Homeopathy5-%20algorithm%20for%20the%20class.pdf
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http://ijmshnem4u.com/
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Cancer%20course.pdf
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http://homeopathywebgraduateclasses.com/
http://www.imune.net

